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Cyber Cooperation
Leaders affirmed the importance of an open, interoperable, reliable, and secure
Internet, underpinned by the multi-stakeholder model of Internet governance, to
our collective prosperity and security and agreed to continue our foreign ministryled Trilateral Cyber Experts Group to strengthen ongoing cooperation.
Leaders committed to promote stability in cyberspace by affirming the applicability
of international law to state conduct in cyberspace, promoting voluntary norms of
responsible state behavior during peacetime, and supporting confidence building
measures between states. Leaders affirm that no country should conduct or
knowingly support online activity that intentionally damages critical infrastructure or
otherwise impairs the use of critical infrastructure to provide services to the public;
that no country should conduct or knowingly support activity intended to prevent
national computer security incident response teams (CSIRTs) from responding to
cyber incidents, or use CSIRTs to enable online activity that is intended to do harm;
that every country should cooperate, consistent with its domestic law and
international obligations, with requests for assistance from other states in mitigating
malicious cyber activity emanating from its territory; and that no country should
conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, including
trade secrets or other confidential business information, with the intent of providing
competitive advantages to its companies or commercial sectors. The United States,
Canada, and Mexico will work together in the 2016/2017 UN Group of Governmental
Experts, the Group of 20, and the Organization of American States in support of
these objectives.
The United States will host an Industry Summit on North American cyber security
priorities in Washington in late September to facilitate public-private dialogue, and
welcomes Mexico's commitment to host the 2016 Internet Governance Forum and
the Meridian Process Conference. Together we are working to enhance the
cybersecurity of critical infrastructure.
The United States, Canada, and Mexico will promote regional training for the Group
of Seven 24/7 Network, which provides investigators dedicated points of contact for
investigations involving electronic evidence. Leaders highlighted a North American
commitment to promote greater public cybersecurity awareness through the
"Stop.Think.Connect." campaign, which increases awareness of cyber threats and
empowers safe, secure online practices.
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Global Cyber Issues
Canada, Mexico, and the United States affirm the importance of an open,
interoperable, resilient, and secure Internet, underpinned by the multi-stakeholder
model of Internet governance for collective prosperity, security, and commitment to
democracy and human rights. The leaders emphasized that everyone should enjoy
the same human rights online as well as offline. All three countries commit to
continuing our foreign ministry-led Trilateral Cyber Experts Group to strengthen
online cooperation, and look forward to the Internet Governance Forum and the
Meridian Conference on Critical Information Infrastructure Protection, which Mexico
will be hosting in 2016.
Canada and the United States support the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime as
the best instrument to fight cybercrime at the international level. The two countries,
along with Mexico, commit to enhancing cyber collaboration through capacity
building efforts. In this regard, the three have partnered on an initiative to
strengthen regional participation in the G7 24/7 Network, which connects national
law enforcement points of contact in the battle against high-tech crime. Canada, the
United States and Mexico will work together to promote cyber security awareness
globally by coordinating our national activities, including Canada's Get Cyber Safe
campaign, the Stop. Think. Connect. Coalition, and the Global Forum on Cyber
Expertise.
All three countries commit to promoting stability in cyberspace based on the
applicability of international law, voluntary norms of responsible state behaviour
during peacetime, and practical confidence-building measures between states. The
leaders affirmed that no country conduct or knowingly support online activity that
intentionally damages critical infrastructure or otherwise impairs the use of it to
provide services to the public; that no country should conduct or knowingly support
activity intended to prevent national computer security incident response teams
from responding to cyber incidents, or use its own teams to enable online activity
that is intended to do harm; that every country should cooperate, consistent with its
domestic laws and international obligations, with requests for assistance from other
states in mitigating malicious cyber activity emanating from its territory; and that no
country should conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual
property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information, with the
intent of providing competitive advantages to its companies or commercial sectors.
Canada, Mexico and the United States will work together in the 2016/2017 UN
Group of Governmental Experts, the G20, and the Organization of American States in
support of these objectives.

